
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

What’s New 
in 9.5.59-
9.5.60  
This document was developed by Genius Solutions to introduce users to the 
features/modifications that have been released in version 9.5.59-9.5.60 of eTHOMAS.  
Click on the text or page numbers within the Contents page to be brought to that 
specific item within the document.  

eTHOMAS 
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Code Files 

Default Diagnosis 
Users are now able to add a second default diagnosis code to a procedure under Code Files | Procedure | Procedure.  If 

a diagnosis is defaulted, it will be be used during Posting Charges when this Procedure Code is used. 

 

PARADJ Reason Codes  
Users are now able to define a reason code for a PARADJ.  This can be done in Code Files | Other | Paradj Codes. 

To create a PARADJ reason, click the  to add a new code. 
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The fields are described as follows: 

Code: Enter a 5-digit alpha-numeric code to define the PARADJ reason.  

Description: Enter the description for this PARADJ reason.  

Effective/Expiration: Enter an optional effective and/or expiration date.  A message will alert the user that the code is 
expired or not in effect when posting a PARADJ. 

 

To use the PARADJ reason code in the Post Insurance Payment screen, use your tab key to tab over to the new field, or 

scroll to the right using the arrows at the bottom the grid.  

 

Once inside the PARADJ Reason field, double click or press the F1 key to select the appropriate reason code.  Once you 

have posted the PARADJ, this information can be viewed in the ledger within each Transaction Edit screen. 
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GSRegister 
When opening eTHOMAS, an executable (gsregister.exe) is launched to register necessary files on your computer.  

Depending on your computer setup, this .exe may not be able to run without your approval.  It is important to say Yes to 

allow this file to run on your computer so that eTHOMAS and all of it’s functions can run well.  

 

Open Item Statements 
Some changes have been made to the preparation of Open Items patient statements.  If the patient's balance is not 

correct, a prebilling error will now stop the statement from going out so it can be corrected. 

Patient Notes 
When adding Clinical or Other notes to a patient, there is now a date, time, and username of who added the note.  This 

will allow for better tracking of when notes were added and by whom.  Please note that notes added prior to this 

change will not have a date and time or username.   

Book Style Appointment Report 
A new system setting called AppNoPhone has been created.  This setting will remove the patient's phone number from 

the Book Style appointment report.   

Profit Recovery/Green Flag 
When a Profit Recovery/Green Flag file is created and sent, the patient’s cell phone number was previously not being 

reported in the file.  This has been changed and the patient’s cell phone number will now be reported. 


